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 Terrace with stone carpet 
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Insight: Decorative and weather-resistant
Besides tiles or wood, floors made of reactive resin can 
give patios an exceptional, unique look. Stone carpets for 
outdoor use in particular not only offer a beautiful 
appearance, but also permanently high resistance to all 
kinds of weather influences.

Terrace with stone carpet  
D-87634 Obergünzburg

Category: External surface 
Area size: 140 m2 

Completion: July 2010 

Floor covering: 
Utility surface that fulfills 
high optical demands and is 
weather-resistant

Area type: 
Terrace

Requirements: 
Decorative appearance and 
individual configuration

 The Object  



Terraces, large balconies or backyards extend the housing 
space with an additional open-air place to stay. Therefore, 
the outdoor area should be individually designable accord-
ing to the residents' ideas in order to integrate it into the 
surrounding living environment. Just as important, however, 
is a robust surface that is suitable for exterior use.

With our System L3 KLB DECOR STONE-CARPET PU  
Outdoor, a weather-resistant, hard-wearing patio coating 
made of decorative pebbles can be realised in harmony with 
the garden and house. At the same time, the stony, natural-
istic look creates a cosy feel-good atmosphere. 

The decorative pebble flooring can be adapted to personal 
preferences thanks to the wide range of available colours 
and the possibility of incorporating unique patterns with 
rails. A wind rose worked into the surface thus not only  
provides a contrast and acts as an eye-catcher, but also 
reflects an authentic, lively style. 

Among the product characteristics, the extremely good 
resistance to permanent solar radiation and the insensitivity 
to all other possible weather conditions are a particular 
advantage. This leads to an extraordinarily long durability of 
the stone carpet. 

Stone carpet with a metal rail that visually separates different areas and allows for individual colour design.

Varnish layer with 
KLB-SYSTEM POLYURETHAN PU 9010 Flex

Decorative quartz pebble coating with 
KLB-SYSTEM POLYURETHAN PU 9010 Flex and  
decorative pebbles

Primer 
KLB-SYSTEM EPOXID EP 52,
openly scattered with quartz sand 

KLB DECOR STONE-CARPET PU Outdoor 
External surfaces / Terraces

Scan the QR code on your smart phone or open the following link to get to the digital version: 
www.klb-koetztal.de/en/references/external-surfaces/decorative-terrace-stone-carpet
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Phone:  +49 (0) 8223-96 92-0
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a publication of 

KLB Kötztal Lacke + Beschichtungen GmbH

The systematic approach to great flooring.
You can find more systems and references on our website:

www.klb-koetztal.de/en/systemfinder www.klb-koetztal.de/en/klb-references

Certified according 
to ISO 9001. www.klb-koetztal.com

Follow us also on these channels:

@klbkoetztal
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Please note: This Object Insight brochure shows exemplary build-ups for a specific area of application. It does not replace qualified, object-specific advice from KLB for your project. 
All stated information is based on our experience and technical preparation. We guarantee the correct and proper quality of our products. We do not assume responsibility for the 
work not carried out by us, since we have no influence on the processing or processing conditions on site. We recommend on-site trials to be conducted in individual cases. With the 
publication of this new KLB product brochure, all prior information loses validity. The latest version is available electronically on our website www.klb-koetztal.com. In addition, our 
"General Terms and Conditions" apply.


